
Out with the old, in with the new at SDDS 🥳

Greetings SDDS community,
As we bid farewell to the year 2023 and welcome in 2024, we take a
moment to re�ect on the developments that have taken place at
SDDS over the past year. We're thrilled to announce that our school
has undergone a remarkable transformation, with signi�cant
renovations and improvements that have made it an even more
inspiring and engaging environment for our community.
One of the most exciting changes has been the complete
renovation of our playground, which now boasts brand-new climbing equipment that has been
thoughtfully designed to spark children's imaginations and encourage them to explore and play. In
addition to the new equipment, we've also upgraded the playground's surface with a lush, vibrant
green turf that's ideal for outdoor play. The renovated playground is now a true oasis for our
classes, providing them with a safe and joyous place to explore through play.
The Parent Workday was a huge success, with our school community coming together to add a
variety of stunning planters �lled with plants that serve to enhance the beauty of the area even
further. Our beloved Oak tree was given the care it needed and now stands tall and proud. All of
these combined efforts have transformed our outdoor environment into a colorful and inspiring
space for our community to learn and grow. In addition to that, Rex and Elaine Hunt, two
parishioners from St. David's Episcopal Church, have created outdoor chalkboards for our school
to explore their artistic abilities beyond traditional media. These chalkboards are a fantastic way
to inspire creativity and help children to think outside the box.

As we forge ahead with our transformative journey, we are delighted to announce that we are
relocating our Sprouts to the Rainbow Room. This new space is characterized by its spaciousness,
and it has been carefully designed to cater to our growing class sizes. The original classroom will
now be exclusively dedicated to after-school care. We consider ourselves fortunate to have such a
wealth of space available to us at this time of renewal, and we are excited to see how our classes
will thrive in these new settings.

With this year of change, we can't wait to continue the rhythm of change and regrowth in 2024!



Happy New Year!

-SDDS Staff
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